For Goodness Sake
presents
A dialogue with the Truthslinger
Join us for an informal and inspiring evening of insights on Truth
with Geraldine Evans
Friday, March 20 from 7:00 to 9:00pm

Donations gratefully accepted
If you ‘Google’ quotations on TRUTH you will find over half a million all of which contain words of amazing wisdom
and KNOWING. What is interesting, though, is that some of the most common themes are that Truth is avoided,
skipped over, danced around, hidden shamefully, hidden skillfully, awkwardly, openly, tripped over, ignored,
outlawed, punished, slaughtered, diced and sliced, attacked, smacked and essentially an elusive commodity… so
what is that about??
•
•
•
•
•

If Truth truly sets us free why then are we all living in bondage?
Are you willing to explore some of the reasons you lie and perhaps free yourself from this habit?
When you recognize this is simply a pattern you have set up you can learn to change this to a more honest
state of being.
Telling the truth makes life a lot easier and far less complex.
You CAN handle the truth and it WILL set you free.

Geraldine Evans is your facilitator for the evening and promises to offer laughter, poetry, prose
and an exploration into the possibility of living a more integral life.
Geraldine has spent the last 8 years on a personal journey of discovery which has taken her to
Ashland, Ireland, England, Germany, Iona, Sedona, Canada, California, New York and to several
workshops in Australia. Though she does not claim to be a famous author, actress, TV
personality, film star, artist or guru her understanding of what she has learned allows her the
confidence to successfully facilitate groups and help many to come to their own wisdom.
Coach,
Rebirthing, Audacity and Boldness!

"Betrayal of the self in order
not to betray another is
betrayal nonetheless.
It is the highest betrayal of all."
“Conversations with God”
Neale Donald Walsch

“There is something incredibly
powerful, uplifting and enlightening
about someone who is authentic and
truthful.”
John Amaeci NBA Player
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